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ABSTRACT
Data journalism (DJ) is one of the hottest trends in journalism.
The production of interactive pieces increases every year, as well
as the number of studies in the field. Yet, there is still a lack of
research on the performance of these contents. In this paper, we
compare the performance of 90 DJ pieces with interactive
visualization with (1) the most read news articles, and (2) with
static news stories of the same topic published in the same period
as the interactive ones. The DJ pieces are from three news
organizations: The Texas Tribune (United States), O Globo
(Brazil) and Público (Portugal). This analysis is based on access
to Google Analytics, an online web analytics tool. Among the key
findings of this research are: DJ pieces continue to be visited
years after publication in a much higher proportion than other
news articles on the same topic; users spend on average more time
on interactive pieces than on the most read news articles and
related news stories; the recirculation rate in DJ pieces is higher
than in the related news and the most read news articles; the
bounce rate is higher in the interactive pieces than in the most
read news articles and the related news stories.
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INTRODUCTION

Data journalism (DJ) has gained increasing popularity in large and
small newsrooms around the world [1,13,28]. Often working with
public data obtained through the right to access public information
and/or with leaked databases, scholars recognize that DJ can
reinforce transparency, accountability, and journalism’s watchdog
role through the scrutiny of those in power [3,11,21]. Another
crucial characteristic of DJ is its cross-field hybridity and
participatory openness [10]. Interactive data visualization
encourages active user participation in the exploration of data, and
many projects are tools to assist the user in making decisions
[7,25,32].
The number of scholarly publications on the topic has
increased dramatically in recent years [24,30]. However, there are
research divisions within the field of DJ that have not yet been
properly explored. For instance, there is an insufficient number of
studies that address the performance of DJ pieces. Lately, it has

gained more relevance to the notion of journalistic impact on
individuals, groups, or institutions. ProPublica’s “Dollars for
Docs” 1 and the International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists’ “The Panama Papers” 2 are DJ examples that had
extensive repercussions and impact [16,27]. Nevertheless, most of
the newsrooms that are investing and embracing impact
measurement are nonprofit [20].
Most news organizations still rely on analytics data to
determine the success of content. Scholars have systematically
shown that pageviews is the most important metric in the
newsrooms [2,6,17,31,33]. Unique pageviews, time on page,
bounce rate, and recirculation are other important metrics [8,19].
With these metrics in mind, we selected DJ pieces from three
news organizations from three different countries: The Texas
Tribune (United States), O Globo (Brazil) and Público (Portugal).
The Texas Tribune is a non-profit digital-born media, focused on
public policy, politics and the government in the state of Texas. O
Globo and Público are legacy media, general-interest newspapers
with a daily print edition.
From the early stage, DJ pieces have been a key feature on
The Texas Tribune and some are updated regularly and continue
to get featured on Tribune’s homepage. In contrast, the production
of interactive pieces in O Globo and Público is still intermittent
and during the period studied were often secondary pieces,
complements to the main story, rarely updated and with limited –
and sometimes none – featured on the homepage.
Comparing web analytics data of DJ pieces with other news
articles it is possible to realize which content drives more traffic
to the website or which content engages more the audience.
Therefore, this paper attempts to shed light on how DJ pieces
perform in comparison with other news.
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METHODS

Ten DJ pieces were selected from each news organization in 2014
in an arbitrary way. Another 10 from 2015 and another 10 from
2016, totaling 90. The benchmark used for the selection of data
visualization was interactivity, one of the key elements in DJ
[4,21,34]. From interactive slideshow to news apps [15,29].
1
2
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Table 1: Description of the metrics used in this study [22].

Table 2: Data journalism among the top 10 most read news.

Pageviews

News outlet
The Texas Tribune
O Globo
Público

Unique pageviews
Average time on page
Bounce rate
Exit rate

The total number of times a page has been
loaded in a browser.
The number of visits in which the page was
viewed at least once.
The average amount of time a user spends on a
specified page.
Percentage of visits in which the user leaves the
site from the same page she/he entered it.
Percentage of how often users exit the site from
a specific page.

Each DJ piece was contrasted with two groups: (1) the 500
most read news articles of that year in the same media outlet; (2)
two news pieces from the same mews organization, on the same
topic, and published in the same period as the interactive story.
We adopted these approaches because only by comparing
numbers is it possible to understand the data, since isolated
numbers are meaningless [5].
This approach allows, on the one hand, to evaluate the
performance of DJ pieces in comparison with the general content
of the website, since news organizations such as O Globo and
Público have a wide range of content. On the other hand, the
comparison with news stories on the same topic allows for a more
targeted observation, theoretically with an audience interested in
that subject.
Among the audience measurement tools used in The Texas
Tribune, O Globo and Público, Google Analytics is used by all
three. We had Google Analytics access to all three media outlets,
which means that continuous data was used to compare the
performance of the news pieces. Web analytics data are
considered sensitive and strategic data by media organizations,
having potential commercial implications [12,23]. Thus in the
results, we used proportions rather than absolute numbers, but
also because it is a way to give more context and meaning to the
data [5].
Google Analytics has over 100 default reports at hand and it is
possible to create practically infinite combinations of custom
segments [9]. Unfortunately, segmentation and events tracking
user behavior were not implemented in all three case studies in
2014 – the year of the oldest data collected. Therefore, we have
chosen to use only some of the default metrics. We analyzed five
metrics: pageviews, unique pageviews, average time on page,
bounce rate, and exit rate. The description of the metrics is shown
in Table 1.
We collected data from the piece's publication date until the
last day of the respective year. We also collected pageviews
number of DJ pieces and the news from the same topic from
publication until December 31, 2017. Thus, it is possible to
examine the lifetime of the pieces. Most of the online news is not
visited after two days of having been published [18].
Finally, we do not compare pieces of one media outlet with a
piece from another. News organizations have different objectives,
approaches, and audiences, so such comparisons would not be
helpful. However, the result of analysis in one media outlet in
contrast to the result in other may indicate patterns or trends in the
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consumption of such news. These are the comparisons we present
in the next section.
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RESULTS

We collected data on each metric described in Table 1 for the DJ
pieces, the 500 most read news article in 2014, 2015 and 2016 in
The Texas Tribune, O Globo and Público, and 180 news pieces on
the same topic, and published in the same period as the interactive
story (two related news for each DJ piece).

3.1

Interactive pieces drive a lot of traffic to the
website

The Texas Tribune’s interactive pieces are among the most
accessed content on the website: 16 of the 30 DJ pieces analyzed
between 2014 and 2016 registered more pageviews than the
average of the 500 most read news stories in the year of its
publication. Only one interactive piece from O Globo and three
from Público reported more pageviews than the average of 500
most read articles.
Nevertheless, that interactive piece from O Globo was the
most accessed news article in 2016, with five times more
pageviews than the runner-up. In Público, in 2014 and 2015 the
news stories that drive the most traffic were DJ pieces. In The
Texas Tribune, the top five most accessed articles in 2014 were
DJ pieces. In 2015, the two pieces with most pageviews were DJ
pieces. And in 2016, the most read news story was a DJ piece.
Table 2 shows how many DJ pieces ranked in the top 10 most
read news stories in each media outlet studied.
Contrasting pageviews of DJ pieces with their related news
stories, the performance is quite diverse. Eleven out of 30 Público
interactive pieces registered more pageviews than their related
news articles in the year they were published. O Globo’s
interactive pieces performed a litter better: 57% of the DJ pieces
drive more traffic to the website than the related news. In The
Texas Tribune, 83% of the data visualization reported more
pageviews than the related news stories on the same topic.

3.2

A quarter of the data journalism pieces are
accessed again and again

The ratio of pageviews/unique pageviews shows how many times
a page was accessed during users’ sessions, i.e. it is possible to
check if a news article was viewed multiple times by the same
user. Except for some photo galleries, where to see the next photo
the user needs to refresh the page, the ratio pageviews/unique
pageviews in news stories tend to be low. A ratio above 1.4 is
high and indicates that users returned to the page within their
session [14].
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Table 3: Ratio pageviews/unique pageviews.
Year

News outlet

2014

The Texas Tribune
O Globo
Público
The Texas Tribune
O Globo
Público
The Texas Tribune
O Globo
Público

2015
2016

Data journalism
pieces (avg.)
1.4
1.2
3.9
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4

500 most read
pieces (avg.)
1.2
1.1
2.9
1.2
1.1
4.4
1.3
1.2
3.6

From the 90 DJ pieces analyzed, 24 registered a ratio higher
than 1.4. That is, in 27% of the interactive pieces, the proportion
of users coming back to the visualization is meaningful. There are
three from The Texas Tribune, another three from Público and one
from O Globo that recorded a rate higher than 2.0. And one DJ
piece from Público had an incredible rate of 17.5. Among the 180
related news articles, only three from Público recorded
pageviews/unique pageviews proportion higher than 1.4.
On average, the 500 most read news articles of The Texas
Tribune and O Globo do not present a pageviews/unique
pageviews proportion higher than 1.4. On the other hand, the most
accessed news stories in Público, on average, have a very high
ratio, as shown in Table 3.

3.3

Long live the data journalism pieces

Only one of 180 related news articles had more pageviews in
2017 than in the year it was published. In contrast, 14 of the 90
data visualization analyzed drive more traffic in 2017 than in the
year of its publication. This represents 15% of the DJ pieces.
The Texas Tribune has the largest number of interactive pieces
that registered a growth in the pageviews over the years: 10 out of
30. In Público was just one, while in O Globo were five data
visualization. One of these pieces from O Globo, published in
2014, reported in 2017 about eleven times more pageviews than in
the year of its publication.

3.4

Users spend more time on interactive pieces

From the 90 DJ pieces analyzed, 55 registered more average time
on the page than at least 1 of the related news stories. In 11 of
these 55, users spent more than twice the time of those who
accessed related articles. O Globo’s interactive pieces captured
the most users’ attention: 18 of the 30 data visualization reported
more average time on page than their related news stories. One of
these interactive pieces from O Globo registered an average time
on page three times higher than its related news articles.
In comparison to the average of the 500 most read news
stories, 24 of the 30 interactive pieces from Público had more
time on page than the most read articles. In 15 of these 24, users
spent more than twice the time of those who accessed the most
read news pieces. And two of these data visualization registered
an average time on page four times higher.

Figure 1: Average time on page. Most read news represented
as 100%. Interactive pieces’ results are relative to this value.
In The Texas Tribune, 17 DJ pieces reported more average
time on the page than the average of the 500 most read news
stories, while in O Globo were 14. In Figure 1 the average time on
page of the 500 most read news pieces is represented as 100% and
the average results of the DJ pieces in that year range accordingly.
The interactive pieces from Público registered more average time
on the page every year and in 2015 and 2016 had more than twice
the time on page than the average of the most read news stories.

3.5

Interactive pieces drive more recirculation

From the 90 DJ pieces analyzed, 60 registered a lower exit ratio
than at least one of the related news stories. That is, in two-thirds
of the interactive pieces the user visited another page of the
website in greater proportion than who accessed the related story.
In Público, 21 of the 30 DJ pieces had a lower exit rate than at
least one of the related stories, while in O Globo were 20 and The
Texas Tribune, 19. Six DJ pieces had an exit rate lower than 10%,
four from The Texas Tribune and two from Público.
This behavior of proceeding to another page from the website,
engaging with more than one content piece is called recirculation
– and keeping the user moving through the website is one of the
main goals of news organizations nowadays [8]. Although some
web analytics tools measure the recirculation rate by default, this
is not the case with Google Analytics [26]. Hence, bear in mind
that a low exit rate means a high recirculation rate.
53% of the DJ registered a lower exit rate than the average of
the 500 most read news stories in the year they were published.
The percentage of users accessing another news article after
visiting one of the O Globo interactive pieces is 80% higher than
those who accessed the most read articles of this newspaper. In
The Texas Tribune the proportion is 43% higher and in Público,
36%.
In Figure 2 the average exit rate of the 500 most read news
pieces is represented as 100% and the average exit rate of the data
visualization in that year range accordingly. The interactive pieces
from Público in 2015 and 2016 are the only ones that registered a
higher exit rate than the average of the most read news stories.
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Figure 2: Exit rate. Most read news represented as 100%.
Interactive pieces’ results are relative to this value.

Figure 3: Bounce rate. Most read news represented as 100%.
Interactive pieces’ results are relative to this value.

3.6

same period. In this manner, it was possible to measure the
performance of interactive pieces with contents that could also
interest the visitor of the interactive pieces and vice versa.
Taking as case studies a non-profit digital-born media and a
couple of legacy media, it was possible to observe the
performance of data visualization in news organizations with
different goals and from different countries. The Texas Tribune is
focused on public policy, politics, and the government in the state
of Texas, therefore the variation of topics is not so great, unlike
the legacy media, which are general-interest newspapers.
Our findings show that The Texas Tribune interactive pieces
have more pageviews than their related news stories and reported
also a better performance than the average of the 500 most read
news articles in the year they were published. Data visualization
from O Globo and Público did not achieve the same performance
facing the average of its 500 most read pieces. Nevertheless, it
should be recognized that while The Texas Tribune’s DJ pieces
were widely publicized, the interactive ones from the legacy
media were commonly complementary to other news stories and
did not receive the same kind of prominence on their websites.
From the 90 DJ pieces analyzed, 27% recorded a high
proportion of pageviews divided by the unique pageviews, i.e. in
these data visualization the users returned to the page several
times in the same session. And 21% of the interactive pieces
registered growth in traffic over the years, while fewer than 1% of
related news articles recorded more pageviews in 2017.
This group of results considering pageviews indicates that data
visualization has performed well when they are published and
continue to be visited over the years even without any updates or
highlights on the homepage, as in O Globo and Público.
Examining time on page, exit rate and bounce rate metrics, our
findings show that users typically (1) visited a page from the
website before entering an interactive piece; (2) spent time above
average in the data visualization; (3) and then moved on to
another page from the website. This behavior of visiting a page of
content and then proceeding to another piece of content is known
as recirculation and has gained increasing importance in news

Users are more likely to bounce in data
journalism pieces

The bounce rate considers the number of users who entered the
website through that page and left the site without visiting another
content piece. About 50% of users who visited DJ pieces from
The Texas Tribune did not enter the site through this content. The
rate rises to around 75% on O Globo and Público. That is, only a
fraction of visitors of DJ pieces are considered in this metric.
From the 90 data visualization, 31 reported a lower bounce
rate than their related news articles. In The Texas Tribune, 56% of
the DJ pieces had a lower bounce rate than the related stories,
while in O Globo were 33% and Público, 13%. Two DJ pieces
from The Texas Tribune registered an extremely low bounce rate
(fewer than 10%).
In comparison to the average of the 500 most read news
stories, 10 of the 30 interactive pieces from The Texas Tribune
registered a lower bounce. O Globo reported 9 and Público had
three data visualization with a proportion inferior to the average of
the 500 most read articles in the year they were published.
In Figure 3, the average bounce rate of the 500 most read news
pieces is represented as 100% and the average bounce rate of the
DJ pieces in that year range accordingly. The interactive pieces
from The Texas Tribune are the only ones in all the years analyzed
where the bounce rate is equal to or below the average of the most
read news stories.

4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

By using Google Analytics data to measure the performance of
DJ pieces in news organizations from three different countries –
the United States, Brazil, and Portugal – we performed
unprecedented work. We compared the performance of interactive
pieces with the most read news stories from each media outlet so
that we could have an overview of the interest in data
visualization in comparison to the general content accessed in its
respective websites. Each DJ piece was also contrasted to two
similar news articles on the same subject and published in the
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organizations [8]. The recirculation and higher average time on
page occur in the DJ pieces in a higher proportion than in the
average of the most read news and in the related articles.
Although the interactive pieces registered a low rate of entrances,
those who landed on the website in an interactive piece mostly left
the website without visiting another page from the news
organization.
We believe that this body of findings brings contributions to
the study in the fields of DJ and audience data and metrics in
online journalism. There is very little research that uses web
analytics data and even less that uses it to investigate data
visualization performance.
The production of DJ pieces in newsrooms has grown
considerably in the last years and tends to continue expanding.
Investigations that focus and combine web analytics data with
usability testing to understand how the user interacts with the data
visualization are critical. Journalists will only be able to create
more comprehensive and memorable interactive pieces if they
know how these pieces are received and evaluated by the
audience.
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